MEDIA
STUDIES
WHAT WILL I LEARN?
An in-depth study of Online, Social and
Participatory (The Guardian and Mail
website, Twitter, Instagram and Facebook
feeds). An in-depth study of offline, print
Newspapers (The Guardian and Mail)

Music Video (mainstream and alternative)
Magazines (Big Issue) Advertising and
Marketing (3 x print and online adverts for
male grooming, soft drink and charities)

Our society is media-saturated and
the institutions that produce
perceptions of ourselves and the
world around us need to be
explored.
In Media Studies you will:

Explore the range of media forms now in
circulation.

Look at the role media texts play in our lives.

Develop a framework for critical analysis of
media texts.

Exploring how media has evolved.

You will study a range of media texts and
topics.

The construction and deconstruction of
media products, in the context of Media
Language, Media Industries, Media
Audiences and Media Representations.

Assessment in Media Studies

Radio (Radio 1 Breakfast Show)
Video games (Minecraft)
Film (Jungle Book 2016 and 1967)

TV Long Form Drama (in-depth study)
Learners must choose: ONE TV Drama from
the US ONE TV Drama from the non-English
language

Television and online
Music Video and online
Radio and online
Print and online

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of (A01):
 The theoretical framework of media.
 Contexts of media and their influence on media
products and processes.
Apply knowledge and understanding of the theoretical
framework of media to (A02):
 Analyse media products, including in relation to their
contexts and through the use of academic theories.
 Evaluate academic ideas and arguments
 Make judgements and draw conclusions.
Create cross-media products for an intended audience
(A03)

Entry Requirements


Marks for both online and other product
equally weighted 3 mark schemes: 1 for each
product (25 marks each) and 1 for cross media
links between products (10 marks).

Grade 6 in English Language & Good ICT skills

Exam board: OCR
Link to course specification here
Link to example exam papers here

Complementary Subjects

Careers in Media

Media Studies is compatible with most subjects
as well as with the concerns and interests of
citizens in a contemporary society. It will offer
you a practical/technical/theoretical balance,
which complements Music Technology. Teach
you a critical language to analyse the media texts
that fill our lives, this complements Sociology
and Psychology. Media Studies also utilises the
same skills required in A Level English; inferring
multiple meanings from a text, analysing the
effect of language choices, considering the role
of context in shaping understanding and casting
a conscious eye over the representations
portrayed in a text.

A level Media Studies students
can go onto study Media, TV or
Film at University as a practical
degree, a theoretical degree or
a combination of the two. This can lead to a
very broad range of professions in media, film
and journalism.

Enrichment in Media Studies
Alongside your studies you
will also get opportunity to
take part in different
enrichment activities.
 Trips to BFI
 Into film events
 National competitions
(English Media centre)
 Guest speakers from
various Media
companies. Giving an
insight into their careers

Here’s what our students think!

A good degree in a subject like Media Studies
can also develop a wide range of transferable
skills including analysis, visual communication,
problem solving, as well as communication,
presentation and organisational skills.
Possible Careers

Digital marketer

Media buyer

Media planner

Media researcher

Music producer

Public relations officer

Broadcasting/film/video

Social media manager

Television/film/video producer

Web content manager

Broadcast Journalist

Market researcher
And many more
More information on careers can be found
here

